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Abstract
We used a psychophysical summation technique to study the properties of detectors tuned to radial, circular and translational
motion, and to determine the spatial extent of their receptive fields. Signal-to-noise motion thresholds were measured for patterns
curtailed spatially in various ways. Sensitivity for radial, circular and translational motion increased with stimulus area at a rate
predicted by an ideal integrator. When sectors of noise were added to the stimulus, sensitivity decreased at a rate consistent with
an ideal integrator. Summation was tested for large annular stimuli, and shown to hold up to 70° in some cases, suggesting very
large receptive fields for this type of motion (consistent with the physiology of neurones in the dorsal region of the medial superior
temporal area (MSTd)). This is a far greater area than observed for summation of contrast sensitivity to gratings (Anderson SJ
and Burr DC, Vis Res 1987;29:621–635, and to this type of stimuli (Morrone MC, Burr DC and Vaina LM, Nature
1995;376:507–509, consistent with the suggestion that the two techniques examine different levels of motion analysis. © 1998
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Movement through the environment produces defor-
mations of the optic array, commonly referred to as the
optic flow field [3]. The computation of optic flow is
fundamental for orientation and visual navigation in
three-dimensional space, for the perception of object
movement, for stabilising the visual world and for the
control of posture and locomotion. Optic flow on the
retina can be decomposed into elementary components
independent of the co-ordinate system chosen: div (ra-
dial motion), curl (circular motion), translation and
possibly deformation [4–7].
In the dorsal region of the medial superior temporal
area (MSTd) of monkey cerebral cortex, neurones have
been shown to respond to the components of optic
flow: translational, radial and circular motion ([8–19];
see [20] for review). These neurones, as well as other
parietal neurones tuned to radial motion, respond best
to large stimuli, indicating extensive spatial summation
[10,12,14,21]. The optic-flow sensitive neurones have
large receptive fields (10–100° diameter) many of which
extend over both contralateral and ipsilateral visual
hemifields, with no strong correlation between receptive
field size and the retinal eccentricity of the centre of the
receptive field. The response of these neurones is insen-
sitive to dot density, to image speed and often also to
stimulus position [14,15]. It also does not distinguish
local object motion from global field motion, even
when clear boundary information is available [22].
Taken together, these properties make MSTd neurones
likely candidates for the computation of optic flow
information. They are clearly more suitable than the
directionally tuned neurones earlier in the motion hier-
archy, such as V1 or MT, whose receptive fields sub-
tend only a limited fraction of the optic flow
stimulation.
Most models for MST motion selectivity assume
input from a range of MT cells (consistent with the
known anatomy: [23,24]). Tanaka and Saito [12] pro-
posed that each MSTd cell that is responsive to a
particular complex motion trajectories integrates inputs
from an array of MT cells of appropriate directional
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Fig. 1. Examples of the curtailed stimuli used for this study. (A) Concentric circles of variable radius R (ommiting the central region of radius
10 pixels). (B) A single sector subtending a clock°. (C) Several sectors, each subtending 22.5 clock°. (D) An annulus (with the central circle of
radius 45 pixels) was removed. This was further divided into several sectors, each subtending 22.5 clock°, having a near square aspect ratio.
tuning distribution of receptive fields. For example,
radial cells integrate inputs from MT cells whose recep-
tive fields positions and preferred directions are ar-
ranged radially. To account for positional invariance of
directional selectivity within the receptive field of MSTd
cells they suggested that the receptive fields of MSTd
cells comprise several compartments, each performing
integration within its own small territory, independently
from the others [8]. Although such a mechanism has
certain advantages, it does not account for all the more
recent findings, such as the demonstration of Duffy and
Wurtz [14] and Graziano et al. [13] that MSTd neu-
rones often respond not only to one component (such
as pure radial motion), but to two or three components
of motion (such as spiral motion, the combination of
radial and circular motion).
The sensitivity of the human visual system to optic
flow stimuli has been studied by psychophysical means.
The first evidence for detectors specialised for radial
motion, or ‘looming detectors’, was provided by Regan
and Beverley [25,26]. In a series of adaptation experi-
ments, they showed that adaptation to expanding and
contracting stimuli decreases sensitivity to these mo-
tions in a way that cannot be accounted for by the local
motion of the elements of expansion. The same was
also true when stimuli were caused to move in a circu-
lar motion [27]. These results suggest the existence of
mechanisms selectively sensitive to radial or circular
motion distinct from the basic motion mechanisms that
signal change in speed or linear direction. However, the
effects of Regan and Beverley held only for stimuli
subtending less than 1° [28], suggesting very small
receptive fields for the looming detectors, not consistent
with the more recent electrophysiology of MSTd neu-
rones discussed above.
Other evidence suggesting the existence of specialised
mechanisms for complex motion has been provided by
a series of masking studies and adaptation studies
[29–32]. Freeman and Harris [30] reported that sensi-
tivity (defined as the slowest detectable speed of motion
in random dot patterns) is significantly greater for
radial and circular patterns than for translational pat-
terns or incoherently moving dots with identical distri-
bution of local motion. A possible explanation of this
result is a linear pooling of local motion by specialised
mechanisms for radial and circular motion. This idea is
reinforced by a recent study of Bex and Makous [33],
showing that radial motion appears faster than transla-
tional motion of the same physical speed.
The physiology suggests that the mechanisms that
respond specifically to complex motion are situated in
an area assumed to be involved at a relatively high level
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Fig. 2. Monte Carlo simulations of the strength of the motion signal, as a function of proportion of coherently moving dots. Signal strength was
calculated as the integral of the product of the third frame moved back along the inverted direction of motion and the second undisplaced frame
divided by average overall power of the two frames. Each point is the average of 20 simulations with fresh random draws, and the error bars show
1 S.D. There is considerable variability in the real signal strength from one draw to another (indicated by error bars), particularly at low signal
levels, and there were also systematic errors (deviations from the dotted line). This variation was compensated for by calculating the stimuli prior
to the experiment, and assigning them to the appropriate S:N bin. Filled symbols refer to 16-sector stimuli, and open symbols to one-sector stimuli.
of analysis (MST). It is not clear that the psychophysi-
cal techniques discussed above will necessarily probe
this site. Adaptation and masking may well influence
the response of MST neurones, but they may also
influence the response of neurones at earlier sites such
as V1 or MT, complicating the interpretation of results.
In a recent study Morrone et al. [2] applied a summa-
tion technique to study mechanisms tuned to optic flow
fields. Signal-to-noise sensitivity increased in a pre-
dictable way with the area of a spatially curtailed circle,
for radial, circular and translational motion, implying
that motion of opposing directions is integrated by
specialised neural mechanisms (see Fig. 3 for more
details). However, contrast sensitivity did not increase
with stimulus area, except over a very small range
(about 1°). This is consistent with contrast sensitivity
being limited at an early level (such as V1) that may
impose a contrast threshold. Further experiments
showed that summation for contrast sensitivity did
occur when the stimuli were particularly noisy, forcing
the limit of sensitivity to be set by a later stage. The
results fit well with the electrophysiological evidence for
detectors of complex motion in MSTd, after contrast
thresholding in V1.
In this study we extend the technique of the prelimi-
nary study to explore further the spatial properties of
detectors tuned to optic flow patterns, and to investi-
gate the extent of the summation. The results show that
summation can occur over very large areas, consistent
with the existence of optic-flow detectors with very
large receptive fields, as the physiological evidence
would suggest.
2. Methods
2.1. Stimuli
The stimuli were four-frame random-dot cine-
matograms, falling within a 128128 pixel square,
Fig. 3. Motion sensitivity for correctly discriminating the direction of
radial, circular and translational motion as a function of stimulus
area (reproduced with permission from Ref. [2]). In the upper curves
(figures C and D) they were filled with noise dots of the same average
density as the other sectors. The dotted lines indicate a square-root
relationship between sensitivity and area and the dashed lines a linear
relationship. Both predictions are quite good. The best fitting slopes,
or summation indexes, are given in Table 1.
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Fig. 4. Motion sensitivity of radial (square symbols), circular (circles) and translational (triangles) motion as a function of stimulus area, for three
different type of curtailment: Left, reducing the radius of the circle; Centre, reducing the circle to a single sector of variable angle; Right, dividing
the circle into several oppositely positioned sectors, each subtending 22.5 clock degress. The dashed line has slope of 0.5, indicating a square-root
relationship between sensitivity and area. The summation indexes for the nine conditions are given in Table 1.
comprising 360 black or white Gaussian patches (space
constant 91 pixel) caused to move coherently along
radial, circular or translational trajectories. The four
frames were faded in and out at a variable rate through
a symmetrical envelope, with the first and last frames
attenuated by a factor of 18. The impression of motion
was generated by displacing dots by 4 pixels on each
frame (lifetime two frames) in appropriate directions:
horizontally (left or right), radially or along circular
trajectories. As the displacement size was always 4
pixels, irrespective of distance from centre, the circular
motion did not correspond exactly to rotation of a rigid
body, nor radial motion to real expansion or contrac-
tion. However, this procedure allowed dot density to
remain constant, as well as facilitating comparison be-
tween the three types of motion.
To study summation the area of the stimuli was
curtailed in various ways, some of which are illustrated
in Fig. 1. The diameter could be reduced (Fig. 1(A)),
the circle could be gated to a single sector of varying
angle (Fig. 1(B)) or a variable number of oppositely
positioned sectors, each subtending 22.5 clock° (Fig.
1(C)). In all cases, a small central region of radius 10
pixels was left blank. For the experiments probing
receptive field size, the stimuli were based on an an-
nulus rather than a circle, to stimulate the peripheral
visual field. This stimulus could then be curtailed into
approximately square segments, as illustrated in Fig.
1(D). For some conditions, the non-signal sectors were
not left blank but filled with incoherent noise of the
same average density.
Motion sensitivity was determined by measuring the
minimum proportion of coherently moving dots that
supported reliable direction discrimination (using the
Fig. 5. Effect of filling the non-signal sectors with incoherent noise. Four oppositely positioned sectors contained the motion signal (radial or
circular motion). The other 12 sectors were either all blank (corresponding to 25% total noise plus signal stimulus area), included four maximally
spaced mask sectors of incoherent noise (50% total area) or were all filled with incoherent noise (100% total area). Motion sensitivity for both
radial and circular motion decreased as a function of total stimulus area. The dotted line represents an inverse square-root between sensitivity and
image size (slope of 0.5 on log co-ordinates), corresponding to the theoretical predictions of an ideal integrator. The summation indexes are
given in Table 1.
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adaptive procedure described below). A given propor-
tion of signal dots (chosen at random) moved coher-
ently along a motion trajectory, while the remaining
noise dots were plotted to new random positions on
each frame. If the movement of a signal dot caused it to
exceed the boundaries of the display, or to pass over
the confines of the curtailment, it was replaced at a new
random position. Nominally, the signal strength should
be given by the proportion of signal-to-total dots.
However, this may vary randomly from trial to trial
because of random correlations in the noise dots, or it
may vary more systematically because of the different
effects of curtailment of the various types of motion.
To test whether this may be a problem, we calculated
the actual motion strength by cross correlation: the
integral of the product of the third frame moved back
along the inverted direction of motion and the second
undisplaced frame was divided by average overall
power of the two frames to yield the real signal
strength. This was repeated for a series of stimuli with
different random draws, at various ratios of signal to
total dot number. Fig. 2 illustrates the results for four
conditions, expansion and clockwise rotation, each for
the full stimuli and for a single 22.5° sector. The error
bars (each 91 S.D. of 20 runs) show that there is
considerable variation in the real signal strength, partic-
ularly when the proportion of signal dots is low. Fur-
thermore, there is a systematic underestimation of
signal strength in some conditions, particularly the
curtailed rotary motion, where the trajectories were
short, so the probability of overspilling was high.
To avoid this problem, we prepared the stimuli in
advance (on a Silicon Graphics workstation), and cal-
culated the actual signal strength by cross correlation.
The stimuli were then classified appropriately (with 0.05
log unit resolution) and stored on disk. For each condi-
tion, there were four separate random draws for each
signal strength (selected at random during the
experiment).
2.2. Psychophysical procedure
The stimuli had 128128 pixel resolution, pre-pre-
pared on a Silicon Graphics Iris computer, as described
above. They were read by a networked PC computer
and displayed on a Barco Calibrator Monitor at 170
frames:s, via the Cambridge Research Systems VSG
card. The frames in the motion sequence were updated
at a variable rate, depending on conditions (specified in
figure captions). For the first experiments Figs. 3–5,
they occupied an area of 1010 cm. For the experi-
ments using the annuli stimuli Figs. 6–11, they were
expanded to 2020 cm, by duplicating pixels horizon-
tally and vertically.
For any given session, only one type of motion was
displayed (radial, circular etc.), and observers were
required to discriminate the direction of each trial
(expansion from contraction, clockwise from counter-
clockwise etc.) by pressing the appropriate button; re-
lease of the button initiated the next trail. The files were
read while subjects responded to the previous trial, with
no noticeable delay. Thresholds were determined by the
adaptive QUEST procedure [34] that estimated
threshold after each trail, and placed the signal strength
of the next near that level (with a random perturbation
of 90.1 log-units). At least five different QUEST
sessions, each of 40 trials, were run for each condition,
yielding an estimate of S.E. The final estimate of
threshold was calculated by fitting an accumulative
Gaussian to the probability of seeing curves.
Viewing distance was varied from condition to condi-
tion, reported in each figure caption. All observers had
normal or corrected to normal acuity.
Fig. 6. Motion sensitivity for circular motion within annuli stimuli
(inner and outer diameters 14 and 20 cm), as a function of image
velocity. The size of the image (outer diameter) was varied from 4.5
to 72° by varying viewing distance from 220 to 14 cm (scaling dot size
proportionally). Speed was varied by varying the rate of presentation
of the frames, from 170 Hz (the monitor framerate) to 28 Hz (the
slowest rate without obvious flicker).
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Fig. 7. Motion sensitivity of radial, circular and translational motion of an annulus curtailed into multiple sectors curtailment, for three different
annuli sizes (outer diameters). The dotted line represents a square-root relationship between sensitivity and image size, corresponding to the
theoretical predictions of an ideal integrator.
3. Results
3.1. Summation of motion signals across complex
trajectories
The main technique used throughout this study was
to measure how sensitivity varied with stimulus area.
Fig. 3 shows results for the basic summation technique,
reproduced from Morrone et al. [2]. Motion sensitivity
(defined as the minimum proportion of signal to total
dots to support reliable direction discrimination) was
measured for stimuli curtailed as illustrated in Fig.
1(C), and plotted as a function of stimulus area. In the
upper curves the sectors without signal dots were set to
mean-luminance. In the lower curves, the non-signal
sectors were filled with noise dots of the same density as
the other sectors. In both cases sensitivity increased
with stimulus area, but the increase was more rapid
with noisy non-signal sectors.
The performance of an ideal integrator capable of
integrating over the whole display along the given
trajectory can be described by d e% :
d e%
s

NiN
where s is the signal along the trajectory, Ni is the
internal noise and N the variance of stimulus noise. If
we assume that the distribution of dots of the stimuli
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follow a Poisson distribution (as there are 16 384 posi-
tions for the 360 dots), then signal strength (given by
the mean dot number) should increase directly with
stimulus area, and the noise (given by the square-root
of the variance) should increase with the square-root of
stimulus area. Thus, when Ni is small compared with
the stimulus noise, d % should increase with the square-
root of stimulus area (with slope of 0.5 on log-log
co-ordinates), when the non-signal sectors were blank.
When the non-signal sectors were filled noise, N re-
mains constant with stimulus area, so d’ should increase
linearly with stimulus area (unit slope on log-log co-or-
dinates). These two predictions are indicated by the
dotted and dashed lines of Fig. 3.
Inspection shows that the data tend to follow these
predictions. The curves for the three different types of
motion have very similar slope, and are virtually super-
imposed, straddling the theoretical curves. Table 1 re-
ports the summation indexes for each observer (defined
as the slopes of the curves on log-log co-ordinates),
together with their associated S.E. Most of the indexes
were within a S.E. of the predictions.
It should be stressed that as this stimulus is divided
into multiple sectors positioned at maximum distance
from each other, integration of radial and circular
motion across these sectors could not be achieved by
translation detectors. The motion of the different sec-
tors was always in different directions, particularly
where there were few sectors: for only two sectors, the
local motion within each sector is in opposite direc-
tions, and for four sectors the motion is orthogonal.
This type of stimulus, or an adaptation of it, was
therefore used for most of the experiments of this
study.
Before investigating receptive field size, we measured
summation with other curtailment regimes, to look for
possible inhomogeneities in summation. We also used a
subject who was completely naı¨ve to the goals of the
experiment, to eliminate possible biases. As before, the
full stimulus had 10° diameter, but could be curtailed in
one of three different ways: by decreasing circle diame-
ter (from 2.5 to 10°); by systematically reducing the
circle to a narrow sector (varying from 22.5 to 360
clock°); and by reducing the stimulus to a discrete
number (1–16) of sectors, each subtending 22.5 clock°,
positioned so as to be maximally distant (as for Fig. 3).
Fig. 4 shows the results for radial, circular and transla-
tional motion for three different methods of stimulus
curtailment. For all three types of stimulus curtailment,
sensitivity for radial, circular and translational motion
improved steadily with image size at about the same
rate (see Table 1 for summation indexes). This agrees
well with the results of the previous study for ‘windmill’
curtailment, reproduced in Fig. 3. They also imply that
summation for motion sensitivity does not depend on
the shape of the stimulus, but only on the total area. It
also shows that summation occurs at least up to 10°,
the diameter of the largest circle.
An important result of the previous study is that the
presence of noise outside the signal sectors decreases
sensitivity (Fig. 3(C and D)), suggesting that the noise
of the non-signal sectors is compulsorily integrated by
the complex-motion unit. We examined this more di-
rectly by investigating the effect of adding noise sectors
to the stimulus: four signal sectors were always dis-
played, but the number of noise sectors varied from 0
to 12. Fig. 5 plots the results as a function of total
stimulus area: 25% refers to zero noise sectors and
100% to 12 noise sectors. Sensitivity decreased steadily
as more noise sectors were added, irrespective of
whether the noise abutted the signal sectors, or was in
isolation. The summation indexes (shown in Table 1)
are near 0.5, again consistent with an ideal integra-
tor. Here signal strength is constant, and total noise
varies with the square-root of stimulus area, so signal-
to-noise ratios should decease with the square-root of
signal area (dashed lines). This result reinforces previ-
ous evidence that complex motion is mediated by detec-
Fig. 8. Summation indexes for the data of Fig. 7, with error bars
showing 91 S.E., as a function of image size (outer diameter of
annulus). The dashed line show predictions of the ideal integrator
(0.5).
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Fig. 9. Motion sensitivity of circular motion of an annulus curtailed into multiple sectors curtailment, for three different annuli sizes, when the
non- signal sectors are filled with incoherent noise. A.B. was naı¨ve to the aims of the experiment. The dotted line represents a linear relationship
between sensitivity and image sizing, corresponding to the theoretical predictions of an ideal integrator. The summation indexes for the three
image sizes were 0.82 (90.08), 1.05 (90.03) and 0.86 (90.03), all with correlation coefficients greater than 0.99.
tors that summate all motion energy falling within their
extensive receptive field.
3.2. Recepti6e field size
The main goal of the current study was to probe the
limits of integration, to obtain an estimate of the size of
the receptive fields of the mechanisms. At first, one may
suggest that the simplest technique would be to increase
the size of a stimulus (like the experiment of Fig. 4(A)),
until sensitivity became constant. However, this tech-
nique is susceptible to potential difficulties arising from
retinal inhomegeneity for motion sensitivity, and possi-
ble differences in preferred speed with eccentricity. Thus
summation curves could deviate from the theoretical
expectations, not because the limits of summation have
been reached, but because increasing stimulus size
causes it to stimulate more eccentric regions where
velocity may not be ideal.
We therefore chose annular stimuli, designed to stim-
ulate a region of peripheral visual field, where sensitivity
should be reasonably homogeneous, avoiding the com-
plications of inhomogeneities of central vision. An ex-
ample of an annular stimulus curtailed to four sectors is
illustrated in Fig. 1(D). The inner diameter was 14 cm
and the outer 20 cm. Image size was varied by varying
viewing distance, with the effect of not only changing
overall size, but also scaling element size and speed
proportionally.
To investigate the effects of image speed, and to
establish the best velocity for these eccentric stimuli, we
first measured motion sensitivity at various speeds for
annular stimuli of various sizes (varied by varying
viewing from 14 to 220 cm, varying the outer diameter
from 4.5 to 72°). Speed was varied by varying the
inter-frame interval between displacements, from 5.5 to
176 ms. Fig. 6 shows the dependency of motion sensitiv-
ity on image speed, for the three types of complex
motion. The curves show a clear inter-relationship be-
tween eccentricity and velocity, with the more eccentric
stimuli being more sensitive at higher velocities. For
each stimulus size, the penultimate velocity (inter-frame
interval of two video frames—11 ms), provided near
maximal sensitivity and was therefore used for all subse-
quent experiments in this section. However, we should
note that because the procedure varied not only eccen-
tricity, but also dot displacement and dot size (hence
average spatial frequency), it cannot be certain that the
crucial factor was eccentricity per se, or displacement or
spatial frequency (cf. [35]).
We then studied the effect of curtailment of these
large annuli Fig. 7. The curtailment was like that for
Fig. 4(C), except that the initial stimuli were annuli
rather than circles, curtailed into sectors of 22.5 clock°,
positioned to be maximally distant from each other. As
before, the predicted performance of the ideal integrator
is a square-root relationship, illustrated by the dashed
lines. Although there was some variation between sub-
jects, summation was observed for most conditions, at
least up to 18°. For MCM the summation was strong
even for 72° stimuli.
Fig. 8 plots the summation indexes (slope of the best
linear regression of log sensitivity against log area),
together with its associated error. For MCM the sum-
mation indexes were high for both radial and circular
motion at most diameters. For DCB, there was far
stronger summation for circular motion, far greater than
0.5, the theoretical expectation for an ideal integrator.
For the other types of motion, summation still occurred,
but slightly less than the predicted slope of 0.5.
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Fig. 10. Motion sensitivity radial, circular and translational motion of a curtailed annulus. The stimulus contained four opposing sectors, in which
one, two or four were filled with coherent motion and the others with incoherent noise. The position of the signal sectors was randomised between
trials. The dotted line represents a linear relationship between sensitivity and image size, corresponding to the theoretical predictions of an ideal
integrator.
To accentuate the effects of summation, we repeated
the experiment with the non-signal sectors filled with
uncorrelated noise, as for the experiments of (Fig. 3(C
and D)). Here the ideal integrator predicts a linear
relationship between sensitivity and stimulus area under
these conditions, illustrated by the dashed lines of Fig.
9. The results for a single naı¨ve observer follow the
predictions well for all image sizes.
With all the non-signal sectors filled with noise,
sensitivity was greatly reduced, so much so that the task
was impossible with only one signal sector, and difficult
with only two sectors. Thus the curves of Fig. 9 lack the
crucial points that should show summation up to four
sectors, where the local motion between sectors is either
opposite or orthogonal for radial and circular motion.
We therefore repeated the experiment, using only four
sectors positioned along the horizontal and vertical
axes (as illustrated in Fig. 1(D)), given that the results
of Fig. 5 show that masking is equally effective for
non-abutting stimuli. Again sensitivity was measured as
a function of stimulus area, while the non-signal sectors
were filled with incoherent noise. Fig. 10 shows the
results for the three types of motion, for three sizes of
stimulus (again changing stimulus size by changing
viewing distance). For the 4.5, 18 and 36° stimuli,
sensitivity for both observers increased linearly with
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Fig. 11. Summation indexes for the data of Fig. 10, with error bars
showing 91 S.E., as a function of image size (outer diameter of
annulus). The dashed line at slope one indicates the performance an
ideal integrator.
motion at all stimulus sizes, but translational motion
shows incomplete summation at 72°.
4. Discussion
The experiments reported here provide further evi-
dence for spatial integration of optic flow fields within
the visual system. Sensitivity varied with the area of the
stimulus, for three different types of images curtail-
ment. The increase closely followed the theoretical pre-
diction in all cases, suggesting the existence of
mechanisms that integrate information over large re-
gions of space, even when the sectors carrying motion
information are non abutting. When extra segments of
incoherent noise were introduced, sensitivity was re-
duced predictably, with the inverse of the square-root
of the area. This showed that the summation was
obligatory, and sensitivity could be either increased or
decreased by adding extra signal or noise. The sensitiv-
ity to optic flow motion was very broadly tuned for
speed, over a wide range, consistent with the physiology
of MST neurones [12,36].
The experiments with annuli showed spatial summa-
tion over very large extents, consistent with integration
being performed by neurones with large receptive fields.
The exact size of the neurones is difficult to assess
accurately, and shows variations from one observer to
another. However, strong summation occurred for im-
age sizes of at least 36° and up to 72° for MCM. Larger
stimuli could not be practically generated on a flat
screen. The existence of large receptive fields for optic
flow analysis is consistent with the electrophysiological
evidence showing large receptive fields ranging from 10
to 100°, often extending over both hemifields
[9,10,12,14].
In humans, summation has been demonstrated previ-
ously with different techniques. Anderson and Burr
stimulus size, for all motion types. However, for the
largest stimulus size, the dependence on stimulus size
was less than linear, particularly for DCB. This implies
that summation was not perfect at this image size.
Fig. 11 plots the summation indexes for the two
subjects. For DCB, the index remains near one for
outer diameters up to 18°, then begins for all three
types of motion. With MCM the pattern was different,
with slopes of one or greater for radial and circular
Table 1
Summation index for the observers for various conditions
Prediction TranslationObserver Radial Circular
0.5490.030.5090.060.5DB (Fig. 3(A): no-noise) 0.4790.05
MCM (Fig. 3(B): no-noise) 0.4590.080.6690.050.5490.080.5
0.5 0.5790.09 0.58 90.13 0.5190.13CQ (Fig. 4: circles)
0.7990.03CQ (Fig. 4: sectors) 0.6890.080.5 0.6190.14
0.5 0.4090.03 0.4990.10 0.3890.10CQ (Fig. 4: windmills)
DB (Fig. 3(C): with-noise) 1.1290.070.9190.111.0790.111.0
0.9590.060.8990.13 0.9190.061.0MCM (Fig. 3(D): with-noise)
0.7190.04DB (Fig. 5: masking) 0.3090.030.5
0.5MCM (Fig. 5: masking) 0.6090.050.6090.02
0.5290.040.5590.030.5Normalised average 0.5290.05
The index was defined as the best linear fit of log sensitivity against log area, together with the S.E. of the fit. This is equivalent to calculating
the index i of the power function SaAi, where S is sensitivity and A is area. In all cases the correlation coefficient was greater than 0.9, with an
average of 0.97. The normalised average is the average of the indexes in a given column, normalised so the prediction is 0.5. The errors are the
S.E. of the mean, without taking individual errors into account.
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Fig. 12. Estimates of the extent of spatial summation for contrast sensitivity for translational motion (reproduced with permission from Fig. 4 of
Anderson and Burr [1]).
[1,37] showed that the extent of summation for contrast
sensitivity of gratings varied with the spatial frequency
of the grating. Fig. 12 summarises the main result of
the study: high frequency gratings (above 20 cd)
summed up to only 2% of arc, while low-frequency
gratings summed over much larger regions, 8° at 0.01
cd. Receptive field size did not scale linearly with
preferred spatial frequency, but with an approximate
square-root relationship.
The stimuli of the present study were broadband, and
therefore difficult to compare directly with Anderson
and Burr’s results. Fig. 13 shows an example of the
amplitude spectrum of the stimulus, expressed in cycles:
picture. The upper ordinate shows the spectrum in
cycles:degree (cd) at the closest viewing distance. There
is a considerable spread of spatial frequencies, but not
so great as to excite equally all motion detectors. The
triangular symbols show the response strength of vari-
ous motion detectors of different spatial-frequency tun-
ing, using sensitivity and bandwidth estimates of
Anderson and Burr [38]. These simulations suggest that
the most sensitive mechanisms for these stimuli are
those tuned to about 0.2 cd, predicting summation over
1° of visual angle (from Fig. 12). Yet the extent of
spatial summation observed here was 30–70°, one and
a half orders of magnitude greater.
We suggest that the reason for the difference in the
summation estimates reflects different extents of sum-
mation at different stages of motion analysis, and the
two different techniques probe different stages. The
previous study [2] showed that there is very little sum-
mation for contrast sensitivity of complex stimuli. We
suggested, with strong supporting evidence, that con-
trast sensitivity may be limited by early stages of mo-
tion analysis, probably V1 (where neurones have a clear
contrast threshold), while the signal to noise technique
may probe higher levels, such as MST. Thus the depen-
dence of receptive field size on spatial frequency proba-
bly reflects the properties of neurones in an early stage
of motion analysis (possibly V1), rather than the higher
level neurones responsible for optic flow field analysis.
An interesting prediction, that could be tested specifi-
cally in future studies, is that the spatial extent of these
receptive fields for optic flow (measured by signal-to-
noise techniques) may be largely independent of the
spatial frequency content of the stimuli. Some evidence
along these lines has been provided for translational
motion [39].
This study did not probe specifically the shape of the
receptive fields, as previous studies have with grating
stimuli (reporting putative receptive fields with unit
aspect ratio: [1,37]. Here the studies probing the limits
of integration used symmetric curtailment, so there was
little information of receptive field size. There was
sometimes a tendency for radial motion to show more
summation than the other types of motion, but this
effect was not consistent over observers or conditions.
The average summation indexes for the smaller (10°)
stimuli (normalised and averaged over subjects and
conditions in Table 1) were very similar for the three
types of complex motion. The degree of summation
tended to be independent of the shape of the stimuli,
and of whether they were confined to separate sectors
or formed a single sector or disk Fig. 4. The stimuli of
this study contained only a single component of motion
(either radial, rotation or translational) falling along
the ‘cardinal axes’ of optic flow space. However, this
does not imply that all visual neurones are tuned in
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Fig. 13. Typical spatial amplitude spectrum of the stimuli used in this experiment (continuous curve). The triangular symbols show the predicted
response of the spatially selective mechanisms revealed by masking studies [38].
these directions; there could well exist neurones selec-
tive to intermediate directions of motion, such as spiral
motion, as the recent physiological and psychophysical
studies suggest (e.g. [13,14,31]).
The properties of the motion detectors revealed by
this study, large receptive fields, integration of informa-
tion over disparate regions, and relative insensitivity to
speed make them ideal for computing complex tasks
such as optic flow analysis and heading (see [40]).
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